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2! Admissions policy
undergoing change
University President I'ollis A.
Moore Jr. said practices which
authorize admitting an equal number
of men and women to the University
are being revised
I'e told Faculty Senate members
yesterday current policies could be in
violation ol legislation taking effect
this year.
Federal legislation effective June '23.
1973 prohibits institutions from
utilizing admission criteria which
reflect any bias on the basis of sex.
For the last 10 years, the main campus admission policy has aimed for an
equal number of women and men. Or
Moore said
In an effort to achieve this equal
ratio, the University fills its quota of
women by the end of October or early
November, while admissions for men
stay open until much later in the year.

he said.

Because both sexes are admitted on
the basis of high school records,
women who were admitted had significantly higher high school performance
records than men. he said
"FOR EXAMPLE, in last year's fall
term class of 3.225. 63 per cent of the
1.1550 women were in the top 20 per cent
of their high school classes while only
26 per cent of the 1.575 men were in the
lop 20 per cent of their classes." Dr
Moore said
The president said he has considered
the admissions situation "troublesome'' for some time, and that a study
of the admissions policies by the Provost's Academic Advisory Committee
and Faculty Advisory Admission
Committee was begun last summer
Pe said the University "must

Kissinger, Tho
'more relaxed'
By Michael Goldsmith
Associated Press Writer

You and
your shadow

Mimkklng OQCH profUo and movtmtnt, thadowt accompany .tudenti walking
ocroti cumpui in tho early evening duik.

Co-op volunteers say
'system is succeeding'
The BG Student Co-op is off to a good
start this quarter, according to its
board of directors and officers
Since Jan 3, members of the co-op
have handled about 2.000 books and
$1,315 worth of goods and sold 139
memberships.
The 15 part-time and full-time student volunteers at the co-op all seem to
agree ' the system is working
Dave Lefko. senior i A&S I and chairman of the co-op's board of directors,
said although activities will "quiet
down" after the beginning of the quarter, the co-op plans to continue to sell
records, clothing and possibly student
hand-made items
LEFKO SAID if the co-op's success
continues to increase, it might put a
"dent" into other bookstores' profits
within two years
The managers of the two off-campus
bookstores, however, do not seem
overly concerned
Both reported they have noticed no
change" in the number or amount of
their sales since the opening of the coop.
One of the managers said he was not
too worried about the co-op because
student endeavors in this area have
never panned out in the past."
"We'll have to worry about the co-op
when and if--it becomes necessary."
he said
: h'ow will the BG Student Co-op affect

the workings of the University bookstore''
l)r George I'erman. vice provost for
instruction, said the co-op was given
University support because it is "not
out to compete with the major service
the University bookstore performs "
I'owever. he said if the co-op
becomes a serious financial threat to
the University bookstore, it will have
to assume all its own financial responsibilities.
J. Claude Scheuerman, vice president for operations, said it is too early
to say what decisions would be made if
the co-op should become an economic
competitor with the University bookstore
"We'll worry about it when we have
to face it. but the co-op has to prove
itself yet." he said
Scheuerman said the University
bookstore has operated at a deficit for
the last two years and has dipped into
surplus funds to make up the difference
I'e said buying and selling books
through the University bookstore still
has some advantages over the co-op
since the co-op can't always provide
immediate cash sales.
I'e called the workings of the two oncampus bookstores "good free enterprise" and an' interesting experiment
Lefko said University administrators

have given support to the co-op
because were meeting students
needs "
University administrators want to
prove to the student thai Ihey want to

do something for us The Universily is
coming out of the dark ages BG is
changing." he said

evidence that Essex might have been
acting alone, but there also was evidence he may have been one of a group
CITING ballistics tests. Giarrusso
said the Magnum was the weapon
which cut down Police Cadet Alfred
Parrell. 19. as he stepped in front of
police headquarters 10 days ago. and
wounded Patrolman Edwin C Posli Sr
18 minutes later a few blocks away.
That same weapon also was used
Sunday in the DownTown Howard
Johnson Potel by a gunman who killed
Dr. Robert Steagall. a guest at the
hotel, and Asst. Police Supt. Louis
Sirgo

KISSINGER, President Nixon s top
national security aide, and Tho,
Panoi's Politburo member, seemed
more relaxed at the end of yesterday's
meeting.
They smiled as they walked
separately past newsmen and photographers They again avoided meeting
face to face in public view, however,
and there were no visible handshakes

THE MAIN obstacles to agreement
are believed to be South Vietnam's
claim to sovereignty over all the South,
a cease-fire police force and the continued presence of North Vietnamese
troops in the South
Technical experts of the two sides
met separately for the seventh time
since Nixon restricted the bombing to
below the 20th Parallel on New Year's
Eve. The technical meetings
apparently dealt with the fine print of
any future agreement and avoided the
major issues still to be resolved.
President Georges Pompidou of
France told a news conference yesterday that the unresolved issues should
not be underestimated, but added I
hope the talks will succeed, and they
must succeed."
POMPIDOU said he corresponded
with Nixon during the bombing and
played a role in backstage contacts
that led to the partial bombing halt and
resumption of the peace talks

IN OTHER ACTION, the senate
voted to suspend the borrowing privilege of a faculty member who fails to
return a book to the Library or pay for
it within two weeks of the book's
recall
The resolution, coordinated by Dr.
David Newman, associate professor of
chemistry, grew out of an increasing
number of requests from students,
reportedly inconvenienced by the
library's practice of permitting faculty
members to keep library books over a
prolonged period
Before the senate adjourned, a
representative of a Bowling Green Ad
I'm" Committee to Stop the Bombing
and End the War asked the senate to
support a resolution.
The senate voted 23 to 14 in favor of
part of the resolution stating the senate
opposes the American bombing
escalation in South East Asia of
December. 1972
The meeting was adjourned before
the second part of the resolution,
asking the senate to support a national
demonstration in Washington. DC. on
January 20. 1973. was proposed.

White House proposal discussed

Newsmen view licensing threat
ByCurlHazlett
Make-up Editor
Last month's White Pouse announcement that individual television stations
may have to correct "consistent bias
in their network news programs or risk
losing their licenses has drawn comment from area broadcasters and
journalists
The announcement, made Dec. 18 by
Clay T. Whitehead. director of the
White Pouse Office of Telecommunications Policy, denounced "ideological
plugola" on network news shows and
outlined legislation the administration
will introduce to Congress.
UNDER THE proposed legislation.

Police identify sniper, weapon
NEW ORLEANS 1AP1 - Police Supt
Clarence Giarrusso said ballistics tests
proved the weapon found beside a dead
sniper atop a hotel was the same 44
Magnum used to kill a young police
cadet and wound another policeman on
New Year's Eve
Giarrusso also identified the sniper,
killed by riflemen aboard a helicopter
Sunday night, as Mark Essex. 24. of
Emporia. Kan. said to have been
living in the New Orleans area about
six months
In a news conference shortly before a
funeral for one of the six victims of the
sniper fire. Giarrusso said there was

PARIS I API • Penry A Kissinger
and Panoi's Le Due Tho held the
second meeting in their new round of
secret peace talks yesterday in an
apparently more relaxed atmosphere.
The two top negotiators met for six
hours in an American-owned villa in
suburban St. Nom la Bretecbe. They
agreed to meet again on Communist
ground this afternoon, continuing the
rotation of sites.
The two envoys resumed their talks
Monday in an atmosphere of icy
confrontation following 12 days of
American bombing of the North Vietnamese heartland and a suspension of
the talks that lasted nearly four weeks

Both delegations maintained their
news blackout and divulged nothing of
what was discussed

develop an increasingly more sophisticated multivariate methodology to predict collegiate academic success
rather than rely on the single variable
of high school performance "
President Moore said four changes
are being made in the admissions
policy:
-Admissions decisions are no longer
to reflect any bias on the basis of sex.
OF THE 3.84» STUDENTS that have
been admitted for fall quarter. 1973.
there is no difference in cjt-off point of
high school standing between men and
women, he said
"This means that we have admitted
relatively more women than men compared to experience in past years In
the short run this is bound to have
some impact on all our programs, but
especially on certain programs which
in the past have been primarily attractive to students of one sex rather than
another "
-A task force is conducting a study
to determine "a more meaningful basis
for student admission in the future."
The study should be completed by the
spring. Dr Moore said
-The admissions office is informing
high school counselors of the changes
in the admissions practices.
- Counseling of freshmen will be
more strongly emphasized.

Police stormed the hotel rooftop
Monday, then searched the entire
building, but could find no trace of any
gunman other than Essex
"Other info we have is nebulous."
Giarrusso said.
I'e said there was some "evidence of
a conspiracy by other people." but
added it is a "conspiracy of two. three
or four people, a small number to kill
people "
Giarrusso said police had reason to
believe that there would be trouble at
Charity Hospital when Posli and
Parrell were taken there

the nation's 589 television stations will
be held individually responsible for removing or correcting what Whitehead
called "imbalance or consistent bias"
in network programming
In his speech before a professional
journalism group in Indianapolis, he
said stations that do not comply "will
be held fully accountable at licenserenewal time."
Among the broadcasters and journalists commenting on the proposal
Monday was Dr. Joseph A. Del Porto,
director of the School of Journalism
I'e termed the proposal "just one more
effort on the part of the administration
to manage the news."
"This is a matter of intimidation on
the part of the administration to force
the networks to back down, so that
there would be less criticism of it." he
said.
Calling the give-and-take between
the press and presidential administrations "an old gambit." Dr. Del
Porto said the two had been at odds for
years.
"UNDER THE Kennedy administration it was called "managing the
news," while under Johnson it was
called the credibility gap." This is just
a new aspect of a continuing war
between the press and government."
he said.
Dr. Del Porto said he believes a bill
as unpopular as the one the administration is proposing will stand little
chance of receiving approval from the
current legislature
"I don't think the Nixon administration is strong enough to make a bill

such as this one pass in a Democratic
Congress." he said.
But others apparently aren't as
optimistic.
The manager of a Toledo television
station, who asked not to be identified,
said if the bill should pass in Congress
it would be almost impossible for
individual stations to comply with its
provisions.
"I WOULD label the government's
proposal as one that would be
impossible, or at least very difficult, to
implement." he said
"For one thing, it's difficult for a
television station to get an overall view
of the network news. Newspapers are
supplied by wire services such as AP
and UPI so they can have theii»copy
edited beforehand
"But television can't do that. We
don't see the news beforehand, so we
have no way of controlling its
content."
The station manager said one of the
few ways a station could balance a
supposedly biased network program
would be to present a show directly
after the network newscast with a
different point of view, such as one
conservative Michigan station is doing.
But that still doesn't solve another
problem-who should judge whether or
not network news is biased.
"THE NEWS is not an object with a
definite shape, such as a rectangle or a
square." he said "It can be viewed differently by different people.
"I might think a news show is liberal
and tasteless enough to make me sick.

but somebody else watching the same
show might think it is too conservative
Who is the government to judge"1"
But not all broadcasters think the
proposal is detrimental
Mel Martin, news director at WBGUTV and FM. said he believes the
government proposal may have a
beneficial effect on the television-community relationship.
"I really don't think its a matter of
the government trying to stifle the
press and the media To me it only
seems right that local stations should
be responsible for their news, he said
"STATIONS are often irresponsible
in that they don't serve the community
They have given most of the
responsibility for informing the community to the network." he said.
Pe added that the proposal could
heighten local stations' sense of
serving the community
if it will truly strengthen a local
station then it is a good thing." he said.
Although Martin said he professes
little respect for the present administration, he said the proposal may be a
boon to the television industry
"Nixon may be unwittingly making
television better by making the local
stations better and more responsible to
the public." he said
Martin said he believes the question
of the government judging the news is
not a serious consideration.
The government wouldn't question
whether the news is liberal or conservative but whether it's accurate. A
good newsman shouldn't be afraid of
that
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jackpot for liberalism
new provost
By Nicholas von Hoffmaa

I
^

i

Preliminary indications are that the selection of Dr. Kenneth
Rothe. the new University provost, is a choice that will be
beneficial to students and other members of the University
community.
Dr. Rothe has served on a number of committees at the
University of Pennsylvania that have dealt with student
problems, and he has come up with innovative programs to help
solve many of them.
He is especially concerned with the problems faced by
underclassmen. This is evident by his work at Penn to help
establish a set of freshman seminar programs and a College of
Thematic Studies and to overhaul the academic advising system.
The direction taken by these three programs show Dr. Rothe's
concern for closer contact between students and faculty.
He helped form an academic advising system at Penn that
allows students to deal with faculty who are interested in them.
These faculty carry a reduced class load to help accomplish this.
Kis system sounds more reasonable than the present "every
faculty member take a few students" concept employed here.
At Penn, Dr. Rothe also served on the Committee on
Disadvantaged Black Students. He advocates continued
recruitment of minority students to the University.
He also served on the Committee on Admissions and Financial
Aid. He sees no reason why the University must accept an equal
number of men and women into each freshman class if it means
women have to exhibit higher grade point averages and higher
ACT scores than men.
Now the new provost must face the challenge of passing his
programs onto this University's administrators and faculty.
President Moore is impressed with Dr. Rothe because he
"made things happen" at Penn. His biggest challenge will be
making them happen at Bowling Green State University.

sub-council
Applications are being accepted until Friday for students
interested in a position on the budget sub-council.
Every student attending this University should be interested in
one of these five positions.
The student on the sub-council will have a hand in making
recommendations to the Budget Council for allocating the $50 per
quarter student general fee
For the first time students will be able to exercise influence on
these allocations.
We urge all students who ever voiced a complaint about where
their fee money is going to apply for one of these positions and
use it to channel these criticisms effectively.

Like automobile batteries. Administrations begin to ooze as they age. So
we now have the first book written by a
close Nixon collaborator. Daniel P
Moynihan. former Counselor to the
President and current Ambassador-designate to India.
Moynihan. who is best known for
coining the unlucky phrase "benign
neglect," has written a book about
what he might have called noble
deceit.
"The Politics of a Guaranteed
Income" I Random Mouse. 1973.115.00)
is the story of how come Richard Nixon
could stumble into "the ultimate
irony" of a "proposal for a negative income tax...drafted by Democratic
advocates who not months earlier had
had the same proposal rejected by the
Johnson administration "
WHEN THE PRESIDENT made it
public in August. 1969, it wasn't called
a Guaranteed Income or a Negative
Income Tax. It was introduced as a
welfare reform measure under the
reassuring name of the Family
Assistance Plan, because, Moynihan
tells us, Melvin Laird didn't want
something that sounded too "New
Dealish."
But it not only sounded New Dealish.
it was New Dealish, New Frontierish
and Great Societyish, and how Nixon
and Moynihan could have concocted it
is never exactly explained.
As Moynihan says, they knew with
greater exactitude than any previous
Administration how all the poverty
programs were malfunctioning.
Moynihan himself scorns former
Presidential policy advisors for going
ahead with programs when there was
no evidence they would work, and then
he turns around and tells us they
devised theirs on nothing more than a
"hope" it would lead people to jobs and
private employment.
How could a supposedly conservative
Administration do it? They had the
choice of proposing a straight rash
payment plan, a true negative income
tax-and they had a lot of conservative
support for that-but instead they came
up with a multi-billion-dollar

mishmash that guaranteed jobs, not
for the poor, but for the 150,000 social
workers already picking away at the
nation's spleen.

THE

SHARP

CONSERVATIVES

saw through the thing at once.
Moynihan quotes Milton Friedman, the
right-wing economist whom Nixon
most loves and always ignores, as
saying. "If food stamps, state supplements to existing Federal welfare,
medical and housing assistance, and
the entrenched welfare bureaucracy
were all to remain largely undisturbed,
there is no way to construct a sensible
family-assistance program."
Thai's what they were scheming to
do with "the hope of the program's
advocates...that conservatives' would
take the program at face value and
that 'liberals' would see the reality
behind it..."
Few grasped that Nixon was putting
forth a set of administrative and legislative proposals designed fundamentally-and deliberately-to fulfill
the promises of the 1960s this reality
was hidden from the public at large,
which grew steadily more genuinely
concerned that a major social retreat

For the benefit of the freshmen,
transfer students, and all other
undergraduates who have cars on
campus. Student Traffic Court does
exist.
If you receive a ticket from the
University Campus Safety, you are
entitled to the right of appeal under
section 5 sub-part A of the Bowling
Green State University Motor Vehicle
Regulations.
If you feel that you were innocent, or
that
there were
mitigating
circumstances that caused you to be
ticketed, Student Court will handle it.
WE ARE A court system comprised
totally of students, that is students
judging students.
We do have a screening process that

pleased with his reflection?
The foUewkBg letter was teat to
PTiihteal Nixoa M Dec. II after the
taHUtkoe of kstcurve bombiag raids
above the Mth parallel la Iadechlaa.
President Nixon.
It Is deplorable that no court has the
power to bring you to judgment,
because, in basest reality, you are
committing mass murder with
complete impunity
Exerting the power of executive
order, i the term being a misnomer. 1
would suggest the substitution of
"executioner's order") you have
initiated an unspeakable onslaught of
Bombing raids with the sole intent to

brutally murder innocent people in
North Vietnam.
This you did when the college
students were on Christmas break and
thus couldn't express any organized
opposition. Conveniently. Congress
was not in session and unable to put
any checks on your dictatorial
proclivities.
AND THEN YOU made no
statement to the American people to
explain such grossly immoral and
unwarranted policies.
Even so. there is no justification,
moral or intellectual, for such
perverse strategy. It was announced
that the raids were intended for
military targets." Since when have
children become such' The bombs are

landing on them too.
1 speak for myself and others when I
say that I reacted with moral
indignation
More bluntly. I was
completely sickened.
There aren't words adequate enough
to express the deep revulsion many
have felt for the way your
administration has mortally prolonged
this war. And with the commencement
of this totally inhuman bombing, there
is more innocent blood on your hands
HANOI AND HAIPHONG are highly
populated areas, where people, not
statistics or marks on a map. live and
breathe. Who can reconcile the loss of
loved ones, murdered unjustly and
mercilessly, to the survivors'1 I can
only weep. Can you?

THIS WAS THE noble deceit.
Moynihan calls it a "dichotomous
policy" of having Nixon and Agnew
bounce around talking tough about
"workfare," thus providing "symbolic
rewards" to the meanie-poo work-orstarve crowd while the hard cash, and
more than ever of it, would continue to
be spent in the same old New Dealish
ways.
After passage in the House, the plan
was finally shot down in the Senate
The fault Moynihan lays to a few
crusty-souled Republican Senators who
could care less about symbolic
rewards
The rad-libs were also blamed Some
went against it, Moynihan suggests not
without a certain truth, because they
operate on the proposition that worst is
always best for their political fortunes.
Mostly though, he seems to think the
Senatorial libs just couldn't get it
through their thick heads that in
reality the Family Assistance Plan
was another three-banana jackpot for
bureaucratic liberalism.

BUT DONT BE TOO hard on them
for that. The plan is so horribly
complicated that even Moynihan. a
clear writer, must extend himself to
make it comprehensible
But none of this answers the question
of why a Nixon Administration would
want this and not a real reform
measure along the lines of what
Friedman was talking about. Because
this isn't a kiss-and-tell book, much is
left to conjecture
The impression you're left with is
that Nixon himself has long since come
to consider conservatism a Utopian
ideal, but as a man with a country to
run what works is the liberal
Democratic legacy.
For people who see him as the Mad
Bomber of Hanoi, Nixon the cautious
"centrist" is hard to accept Yet there
he is now with a four-year record of
unflinching New Dealism. and never
mind the decentralization talk
If that's so. then there was no
massive voter shift last November
The country voted for the same
policies it has for four decades, the
liberal pig in the conservative blanket

Lerrersstudents judge students

opinion

By Kim SchUrfer
Guest Colamilst

was under way at a time when, in fact,
unprecedented social advances were
being proposed."

People are not inanimate entities to
be manipulated in the game of cold
political pragmatism in which you
engage. You are dropping bombs on
babies. I want to know the moral
derivation or sanction upon which you
base your policies.
1 felt compelled to express my
feelings. I'll probably never know if my
words have had any effect.
But I have a question. 1 wonder if the
face you have so zealously hidden from
public scrutiny since announcing this
policy is very pleasing to you when you
see its reflection in a mirror''
Support

the

Jaa.

» march
.D.C.

la

"weeds" out the tickets that have no
grounds for recognition in order to
make room on the docket for those that
have.
So if you have a ticket that you feel
that you did not deserve, call the Court
at: 372-2969 or 372-2331 or go to 460
Student Services and a secretary or a

defense counselor will take care of

you.
This is for your benefit and it is your
right-use it. but do not abuse it
David Sanderson
defense counselor, Student Court
802 6 St Apt 12

community service
involves students
There is an organization on this
campus which most students know
little or nothing about, even though its
members have been serving the
Bowling Green community and area
since 1969 In many ways.
Our group, the University Red Cross,
realizes the ability and concern of the
students of Bowling Green and is
constantly working to find ways to
involve students in projects which will
benefit others.
We work with the lonely people at the
Wood County Nursing Home and try to
bring a little cheer into their lives.
WE DO THE not-so-glamorous but
very important task of making surgical
dressings for use at the Wood County
Hospital.
And of course, we organize the twiceannual Bloodmobile in which great
people from all over campus work
together to promote this worthwhile
project.
If you're someone who likes to help
and has a little extra love to give and
could spend at least two hours a
quarter, we need you.
Please stop in at the first floor of

University Hall across from the posi
office and sign up that you'd like us to
contact you about times and dates, or
call me
Mary Lou Bennett, president
University Red Cross
441 McDonald East

372-5910

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
the editor and opinion columns Letlers
may comment on any other letter
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than four typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall
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7 know we're reaching goal'

Co-op: from idea to actuality
A year and a hall ago
there was one buy-and-sell
bookstore system in Bowling
Green
But in spring 1971. two
students developed an idea
for an alternative
Dave Lefko. senior 1A&S1
and current head of the BG
Student Co-op board of
directors, and Mark Potter,
a former student, were convinced that an on-campus
bookstore-operated by and
for students-was a feasible
solution
We noted the successes
of other student co-ops
throughout
the United
States, and were optimistic
that the same type of operation might work here."
Lefko said
THAT SPRING. Lefko and
Potter spoke to students in
residence halls hoping to
spark enthusiasm lor their
new project
'A petition was circulated
and 8.000 signatures were
obtained Students agreed
that a co-op was a good idea
and lhal they would be
willing lo back us. ' Lefko
said
• Students were willing to
sign the pel it ion. but not too
many were really concerned
about whether or not this
thing got off the ground. ' he
said
That
summer, co-op
workers presented a request
for an on-campus location to

the administration, but were
told that space assignments
were tight
"The future didn't look too
bright, but a high morale
kept us going." Lefko said.
In the fall, the BG Student
Co-op was incorporated by
the slate of Ohio and given
permission to sell memberships A $l fee entitled
students to buy and sell
books on a consignmenl
basis,
although
nonmembers were also able to
purchase goods
Meanwhile, workers were
notified that a I'niversiiy
owned house at 827 First Si
was available
IT WAS TIME lo lest (he
co-op theory Would the
students helping students"
idea really work''
The move to the Kirst
Street location didn I prove
as successful as anticipated
"We did notice a slight
increase in the number of
students buying memberships. Lefko said But we
had hoped for a much larger
turnout since we were at a
lixed location."
By winter 1972. the CO-Of)
staff grew from a handful of
sludenls to a board ol
directors, a public relations
staff, secretaries and more
sludenl volunteers
In an attempt lo boost
sales and bring the co-op
closer to students, workersmanned with a table, index

cards and a huge bulletin
board-temporarily moved
to University Call while
continuing operations at the
First Street location.
Students wishing to sell
books filled out index cards
and fixed their own prices
The cards were then put on
file and the course numbers
for available books were
posted on the board
The list of available books
grew—and so did the
memberships
"SOME
STUDENTS
walking through University
fall just stopped by the
table to see what was going
on." Lefko said "They had
no intentions of buying or
selling books, but ended up
either buying a membership, or selling books-or
both
Approximately
300
students stopped by the
table each day but we were
still hoping to expand our
scope or services to include
many more students
Spring quarter came and
went Business was somewhat limited and some
students believed the co-op
would fade out of the
campus picture
But co-op workers
remained oplimistic that an
on-campus location would
soon be available
Last summer Lefko
contacted various University officials. Irving lo

negotiate for on-campus
space
We had to go through a
lot of red tape, but by the
end of August we finally got
what we were hoping forapproval for an on-campus
location." Lefko said
The University administrators were behind us all
the way and by fall quarter
they gave us the go-ahead to
move into offices in the
Centrex Bldg

70 people wailing to buy or
sell books. I know we're
reaching our goal." Lefko
said
I'e estimated that about a
thousand students per day
visit the co-op.
From an idea, lo a table in
University Pall, to a
bustling office
in
the
Centrex Bldg . the BG
Student Co-op has offered
students an alternative lo
local bookstores

Fall quarter was devoted
to reorganizing equipment
and files, setting up bookshelves, and preparing for
the larger numbers of
sludenls the workers hoped
to accommodate
Even though the empty
shelves were only the
skeleton of whal hopefully
would come, co-op workers
were
"extremely
optimistic "

We've proven that onlythrough co-operation and
support from University
administrators and students
can a student operation
successfully
serve
its
clientele." Lelko said
Pow much longer will it
continue''

The co-op officially
opened its doors Nov 29 to
students who wanted lo buy
and sell books, clothing and
records
There didn't seem lo be
enough workers.
said
Manlynn Newton, sopho
more i Ed i and co-op
president
The kids just
kept coming
I'ow can a non-proln
organization measure Ms
own achievements''
' When 1 walk out into the
Iron! room and counted 60 or

newsnoTes

Church protest
BANGKOK i APi The executive
committee ol the World Council of
Churches appealed yesterday to all
American churches to do everything
in their power" to protest the
bombing of North Vietnam • .- — ■
The committee also pledged
support for antiwar eflorts in the
United Slates, including resistance to
the draft and student demonstrations

Revenue bill
COLUMBUS .APi - The C.illigan
administration's federal revenue
sharing bill was introduced in the

Ohio Pouse yesterday, proposing to
use more than $92 3 million this year
and next for a wide range of capital
improvement projects.
Chairman Myrl Shoemaker of the
Pouse Finance Committee offered
the bill as the legislature returned
from weekend recess for an expected
..two dsjs QJ'fleliberatiQns this week.

Election laws
COLUMBUS iAPi - Secretary ol
State Ted W. Brown proposed a
number of changes yesterday in
Ohio's election laws, including statewide registration of voters and
keeping polls open until 7:30 p.m.

Lukens appeal
COLUMBUS (API - State Sen
Donald E
"Buzz" Lukens said
Monday he would appeal an opinion
from Secretary of State Ted W
Brown that he can't seek any political
office for five years.
Lukens made the comment after
Brown revealed that the Middletown
legislator didn't file his personal
campaign expense report until Jan 3.
12 days following the deadline The
report was postmarked Jan. 2
Lukens, who says he will be a GOP
candidate for governor, said the
report was the second he had mailed

"Only as long as sludenls
continue lo be dissatislicd
with
present
bookstore
prices and realize there is .i
workable alternative right
here on campus." Newton

North skeptical of peace;
strengthening defense
SAIGON (API - North
Vietnam has ordered new
military and economic measures lo light any renewed
bombing of I'anoi and
I'aiphong because il says
the resumed Paris peace
talks are unlikely to produce
peace
The official North Vietnamese Communist parly
newspaper
Nhan
Dan
reported ' I lie re has not been
any sign showing lhal the
negotiations will reach any
results
Premier Phalli Van Dong
ordered a state ol emergency last Saturday
This was followed by a
new set of directives yesiei
day lo increase Norlh Vietnam's defensive capability
in the event ol renewed
bombing north ol (he 20th
Parallel, which marks the
CUtofl line for the air raid
curtailment ordered by
President Nixon to foster

East River Drive

Women's Fashion Boots

Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Now Appearing

Through Month of
January

NOW 10.87 to 46.87

Two for One
Thursday night

Women's Leather Winter Boots
$

Originally 27.99 to 42
$

NOW U4.87 to 29.97

uinsDonif
Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

AT

$

Stadium Plaza
Center

BACHELORS III
893 S. MAIN
352-9074

Ready?'

wid

Post HOLIDAY
BOOT SPECIAL
Originally U8.99 to $29.99
$

Hnnpt-H by isoepi W Dorwol
Fingers ported on the valves, a musk student waits for Hie
familiar tap of the conductors stick during rehearsal in the
School of Musk Mdg.

Now Taking
Reservations for Teas

agreement
talks.

in

the

Pans

THE PREMIER'S due.
lives indicated North Vietnam expected new fighting
through the Tot lunar New
Year Feh S, the most
■acred and important of
Vietnamese holidays.
According lo a Radio
I'anoi broadcast. Dong said
This Tel will still be the
Tel of resistance against the
United Slates for national
salvation " Pe banned Tet
holiday displays.
Other
propaganda
broadcasts from Panoi continued to accuse the United
States of conducting air
operations above the 20th
Parallel. Sources in Saigon
disclosed that patrols by
fighter-bombers and reconnaissance planes are indeed
being flown north of that
line
ATTACKS on preselected

Air Force F4 Phantom
fighter on a combat patrol
shot down a MIG2I interceptor with an air-lo-air
missile along the 20lh
Parallel Sunday
The command said only
that the Soviet-built fighter
was shot down northwest
ol Thanh Poa
when it
threatened a Might ol 1152
bombers.
Thanh Poa lies jusl 10
miles below the 20th
Parallel.

targets north ol the parallel
have not been resumed, the
sources added But it was
learned that Nixon has permitted US fighter escorts
lo attack MIG Interceptors
or surface-to-air missile
sites above the 20lh Parallel
when they threaten 1152s
operating near the nobombing line
The report appeared sub
slant laled when the U S
Command, in a delayed
report, announced thai an

to s
'■

|»rfj

Tom McCarter, an attorney lor Advocates lor Basic Legal
Equality i ABLE i in Toledo, will speak on landlord-tenant
problems today at 3 p.m. in 111 South Pall
McCarter will discuss security deposits, evictions, how lo
form B tenant union and the new Toledo housing code, which
ABLE helped lo gel passed.
There will also be a question and answer period
McCarter s appearance is sponsored by the Student
Pousmg Association ISPAI.

SPECIAL

WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

IS RENTING FURNISHED APTS.
AT UNFURNISHED RATES
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH
400 NAPOLEON RD. - 352-9135
OPEN TUES. & THURS. NITES TILL 9
OFFER GOOD 1/8/73 thru 1/13/73 ONLY

DON'T LET YOUR
DEAL GO DOWN
The Domino People
are Pizza People,
Period

Rip us off for 50c
Any Pizza any Time
Sun. thru Thur. - 4:30 to 1 • Fri. & Sat. • 4:30 to 2

Dominos

352-5221

P«».4/Th.»G N.wi, Wadnatoay, January 10, 1973

RESOLVE TO SAVE $ IN '73? ONLY GREAT SCOT HAS A

limit) Shopping is .1 I'lfiistirr

GreatScot

i\'li

FRHNDIY FOOD STORES

DINNER BELL

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

USDA CHOOSY CHOICE

ROUND BONE BEEF

WIENERS

SHOULDER
ROAST

SWISS
STEAK
Choosy"
USDA
CHOICE

' LB I

MR. BOSTON FISH CAKES OR

PORK
CUTLETS.

ROLLED
$TJ
PORK ROAST.
LB.

LI.
— ^

, 99c

CHOP SUEY MEAT

DINNER
MIL
DINNKHHLL

MINUTE
STEAK...

FISH
STICKS
afcdk

SMOKED SAUSAGE

„ 99c

VJfca

BEEF LIVER

0

59c

VAC
PAC
PAC

DINNER
"^" BELL
■■*•

SLICED BACON

£hth

C

B 99

YA CAN'T BEAT THESE

7-DAY BONUS BUYS & THRIFTY DISCOUNT PRICES!

*cup*$m*
ONI

PIUS1URY

PORK &
BEANS..

COFFIi CREAMER

PUDDING

COFFEEMATE.

oz.

EXTRA

PANCAKE MIX

KRAFT
OOLDEN CAESAR

MAXIM

DRESSING...

MOULA* MARGARINE

BLUE BONNET
I HOM
<M It

0".

29c

SPRAY...

Vwmmmmmmmm
ONI

__

WITH T Nii GBI A T ICOI COUPON
GOOD THRU JAN IS, 1973

TRASH
BAGS

TOMATO

HUNTCIUR

BURGERBITS
, sin

36<

SALTINES

Li.

■ox

25c

NEWRORN SIZI

FRESHABYES

3.881

I—>

ONI

(Au3

£lo'$2"§

WITH T m 1 OM A * SCOT COUPON

-—_

i GOOO THRU JAN IS. 1973

X)

aw MAM MMMUM M.MMM v5

KOOL KK1SP PRODUCE DEPARTMENT

BANANAS

CARROTS

13

19

y

y

GRAPEFRUIT

79
GreatScot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES

•

.

l& 35

MAPLE STROP.....£&i 79° 3

STARKIST

TUNA

1IGHT ONI fJIL

UIKOHOUfON
HJ JAN. IS, 1973

12
OZ.

. IOGCARIN

FREEZE DRIED

•'•» ~
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WFAL circus' coming
Harry! Hurry! t'urry!
The Jimmy Perdue
Circus' will be in town
every Saturday from 6-10
pin onWF.U..680Khz
Disc jockey Jimmy
Perdue, sophomore. IA&SI.
said the show which first
began Jan 5. is a conglomeration of programs a
person wouldn't usually hear
on a radio station

For instance, he said that
from 6 to 8 p.m. he will
operate a dating service,
matching up men and
women who call the station
PERDUE said he has the
women call one number and
give a fake name, a little
about themselves and the
kind of date they would like
The men call another

number at the station after
hearing the description and
the two phone lines are
patched together The conservation is broadcast over
the air. with a one-minute
tape delay so that any
objectionable comments can
be censored. Perdue said
"When the two are going
good, we take them off the
air and give them each

Democrats to sponsor

NewtfhoU by Mania J. Unite
Studanit in a billiard* clan above, gather around a table and watch
attentively before attempting to toko the cue stick in hand. Below, Laura Smith,
»enior (AeVS), give* it a try. "It looks easy enough. No. 2 ball in the tide
pocket? Ready, (toady n*w-o little patience—and success!"

Give it
a try!

• . mm

Start Savin'
'Em Again
mmmm m

THE CONFERENCE will

W

f QOrl,ch«*t

THURSDAY IS STl'DENTNITE-tl.tl- ID'S REQUIRED! '■_.
SUNDAY-OPENING TIL 3 P.M.-ADULTS SI.e

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
Practically on Campus - 2 minute walk
All new modern and furnished
Plenty of free parking
Cable TV
Gas hot water heat & air conditioning
Twenty Business locations at your finger
tips
Full security-Outer doors locked at all times
Communications system between apartment and front door
Electric lock release between apartment
and front door
A location that requires no car

OFFICE

5-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S <ooi s b,\i.n

530'/2 E. Wooster (rear & up)
Over Student Book Exchange

ui^l
352-7365

STADIUM - VU

New Food

OPEN 7 DAYS - SUNDAY thru THURSDAY 11 a.m.-12 p.m.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 11 a.m. -1 p.m.

TUESDAY SPECIAL

352-9302

352-4045

ROY ROGERS FAMILY
RESTAURANT

GEORGE C. SCOTT
.... .
:.PHIUPFRIIOMAN
.GfORGEC SCOTT

Fish & Chips - English style batter dipped
All you can eat

DOMINOS
352-5221

(Next to Sterling)

SROOCTTI
T0NI1E 99<

Fish and French Fries

Leading
Democratic
women officeholders, including State Senator
Marigene Valiquette and
State Representative Irene

Smart, will participate in
the program
Registration may be made
by writing the State Democratic Party headquarters at
88 Bad Broad St.. Suite 1250.
Columbus. Ohio 43215. or
calling 614-221-6563 The $10
registration fee will include
'a luncheon and pre-conterence reception Keb 9

PERDUE said all kinds otjtalent will be taken fronvtap dancing to playing they
jew sharp
The one-minute tape delay '••
will also be used for the.";
auditions, said Perdue
;■;
"By having this show; :
people can be entertained;!
for a Friday evening. ''
Perdue said "I'm looking
for a big response next'
Friday

BEHIND BURGER CHEF

wfffXfyXmV:::-

New Name

focus on four major areas of
concern
-An explanation of the
party structure from the
precinct to the national
level.
--An overview of
campaign strategy and procedures;
-A discussion of voter
registration, lobbying and
other political activities.
-A report on the current
status of women's rights
issues, including the Equal
Rights Amendment, and sex
discrimination legislation

other's phone numbers st£>
they can continue talking
and we can match the next^
two,'' he said
The response was realljJj
great last Friday
At 8 15. 'Brother Jimm#£
Soul'' starts his program^
which includes a gospel typejJ
message with sermons and;>
other aspects of thejj
country revival."
<V
Then from 9-10 p m live£:
auditions for the "South I'allv*
School of 101 Show Bi^J
Careers'
will be held^J
featuring persons who wanC>
to audition over the air

Ohio women's meeting
The Ohio Democratic
Party will sponsor a
women's leadership conleienee on Saturday. Feb
10. at the Sheraton-Columbus Motor I'otel
The purpose of the slatewide session is to solicit
greater participation by
Ohio women in the political
system. David A Meeker.
executive director of the
Ohio Democratic Party,
said
Although the conference
will
be
primarily
informative, it will also
serve as a means of
channeling participants
directly into the political
process, Meeker said.

■■.:

Howdy Podner - We have
a WED. SPECIAL that
can not be beat.

Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

Reg. $1.49 Now Only .99

'■ ■ V
all
tfftl
-• t.FREDWEINTRAUB I

.-*..PIMHSIM' SUHHOIO"

PO???-??*:

NOW Eve I 30 9 30 Sal » Su» 2 3 4b 6 30 I 30 9 30

1.29

Rib Eye Steak Dinner

i

says

$

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

■ M
-OANKIEINMAN

THE THINGS THAT TEENAGE GIRLS LEARti
IN SCH00L...THATAREN'T IN BOOKS!

THURSDAY SPECIAL

Hot Dogs

2forl

3-V4 lb. Hamburgers

ACROSS FROM FOOTBALL STADIUM

$

ssssys
& o>

STADIUM - VU
The restaurant with unique food will present to the holder of this
coupon an Affair for only .50. We regularly charge .80 for an Affair.
Our Affair is a 1/3 pound sirloin hamburger on French bread with lettuce, tomato, and our very special sauce.
So for total enjoyment come to Stadium-Vu and have your Affair.
Falstaff - Budweiser ■ Michelob - Strohs
Pabst - Millers

ACROSS FROM THE FOOTBALL STADIUM

for
E

1X

Good just for Wed., Jan. 11

i;

I*
!

i
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Watergate jury selection completed

<• WASHINGTON 1AP1 A
sjury ol eight women and
vjour men was selected yesMerday to hear the trial ol
vjeven men charged with
^breaking into Democratic
Rational I'eadquarters last
Rummer
Js The panel, which includes

seven black and one white
woman and three black and
one white man. was agreed
to by opposing attorneys
after two days of sifting
through an initial group of
about 260. almost all of
whom said they had prior
knowledge of the highly

DOMINOS
352-5221

AN ADDITIONAL six
alternates must be seated
before the jury starts
hearing evidence, probably
sometime today
Judge John J Sirica will
try tlMCIM
All but a handful stood
when Sirica asked which
jurors had prior knowledge
of the case they may be
asked to try.
The judge appeared
incredulous over the few
that remained seated and
questioned ihem individually

Phi Psi's
After Dark
JAN. 11, 1973
8-12 P.M.
Cherry Hill now has
2 full apartments *5750
available

4-man apt.

publicized rase
At one point in the early
proceedings with the pool of
potential jurors down to 98
they were asked how many
had heard about the Water
Rate case before coming to
the court, and all but nine
stood
In apparent preparation
for future appeal, the
defense asked that the
records show the widespread lamiliarity with the

person

C,L

Incredible," Sirica said
when one middle-aged
woman insisted she had
never heard of the case
which erupted last June
AFTER SIRICA
which jurors had

asked
heard

The newly organized
Howling Green People to
Stop the Bombing and Knd
the War group is planning to
bus interested persons to
Washington D.C. to take
part in anti-war activities
scheduled during President
Nixon's inauguration Jan.
211
At the group's meeting
Monday night, committees
were Ml up to arrange for
bus transportation to
Washington, begin an antiwar petition drive, start
dormitory rap sessions and
work mi publicity to interest

E.L.

or
352-5169

,,

of §r\

*

203 N. MAIN

trouble
named

5 p.m. -1 a.m. Daily
4:30-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat

Hu 10 12. IS. 7 11 Everyday but Wad

Bates and Springer Inc., Managers

COME TO

OPEN RUSH

Pres. - Bev Thornhill
Vice Pres. - Amy Smith
Secretary - Laurie Schloss
Treas. • Patty Beckstead
Asst. Treas. • Jodi Fletcher
Membership Chair. - Nancy Belville
Editor - Jan Capecci
House Chair. • Barb Howell
Social Chair. • Deb Roser
Panhellenic Rep. - Paulette Hervi
Denise Ottinger
Social Service Chair. - Jan Bell
Corr. Sec. • Cathy Horton
Scholarship - Laurie Thomas
Traditions • Pam Turvene
Chapter Educ. • Crenda Pack

persons in the Washington
demonstration
A POSSIBLE send-off
rally for the buses on Jan 19
was also discussed.
It was stressed that the
general theme of the Jan 20
demonstrations will be nonviolent

war groups include a March
of Death with participants
wearing white death-like
masks, a mass march and a
rally with speakers at the
Washington Monument

Thursday Jan. 9
Sunday

Jan. 14

Tuesday Jan. 16

Fall teaching

WITH THE BROTHERS
OF

PHI KAPPA TAU

Do's and Don'ts of
Applying for a Grant'' will
be discussed at 8 p.m
tomorrow in 112 Life
Science Bldg. by Dr Murray
Saff ran, professor and chairman of biochemistry at the
Medical College of Ohio,
ToMo
Dr Saffran did under-

SEALS & CROFTS
with

Lawrence and Roselle
— Entertaining You —

IN CONCERT

Sunday, January 21,1973

A Cultural Boost Production

Chiel Ju.lire ol
lite I.S.. I'llft". I
.IHIIII

Belwldl Fr.
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DOWN
Part of WMrh
Prince of opera.
Manual: 1 ..i
N«wly hatched
-almon.
Italian < oni|M»-<*-i
and vio1ini>i.
Tu»k.
Spring flower
Permit.
Slony.
< ri.ui,-. into
-'.(-•-Mil- form.
Turn oulu.ird.

(6
i;
IH
l«»
ill

>2
.VI
>l

u

graduate and graduate work
at
McGill
University.
Montreal Pe has done postdoctoral work in England
and was a professor of biochemistry at McGill before
assuming his present post
The lecture is sponsored
by the Sigma Xi Club and is
free and open to the public.

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS mm

Technology majors
to meet Jan. 15
Students will meet with technology graduates from 8-9
p.m There will be a social hour at 9 with beer provided
Students are requested to bring money to pay for beer.
Faculty members are also invited

■mi CLaSSIFIED mm
Wednesday. Jan 10. IST3
Meeting ol persons interested in being a BG News
photographer meet in BG Newsollice. 106 University fall.
I 00 Wednesday
Women's intramural Basketball Ollicials Meeting. 4pm.
208 Women's Bldg
Students International Meditation Society. 6pm 140 MalhScience
Advanced lecture lor those who practice
Transcendental Meditation
Bowling Green Ski Club. 6 30pm. 115 Education Bldg

First bridge class in a series of 8 for winter quarter. 7pm.
Wayne Room. Union For beginning & intermediate
players For reservations phone 372-2343 or go lo UAO
office. Union
Young Socialist Alliance. 7 30pm. Capitol Room. Union
Cllegi.il,- DECA. 7:S0pm. 218 I'ayes Fall Discussion on
district contests, future professional meetings & this
month's club party
Student Education Association. 7 10pm. Pink Dogwood.
Union Mr Oatley. Placemen! Office will speak on leacher
placement and Jobs in education

LOST

'2.50 Cultural Boost Members
'3.50 Non-members and at door

Ninth.
Hau.
Indian writer

H
VI

p.m.

WRA LEG Board Meeting. 7pm White Dogwood, Union

Tickets on sale at Union Ticket Office

New Mexico
Mu.iral eaerri.e.
Ba.eliall areal.
Legislative l,.„l,
Fr.

27

Spooky.
Permanent
Waal and other-.
_ la Cite.
Inventories
and a day.*'
". hrevitt. ar»
longa.
Sicilian
landmark.
Sheer fahric
Like hriherv. for
example.
Part of a church.
Roman road.
American
-culpior.
Lew in i ..i roll
creation.
Sulfurir acid.
Walrh.
Suffixe* meaning
-full of."
(.rei-t in a way.
U ord element
meaning "berry."
Better qualified.
M.-. ii I.I ic"Pride
hefor.
before "
destruction."
Decree.
Honshu city.
Diminutive
-•uffit
Anjreliro.

Students who plan to
student teach fall quarter
1973 must
register
Monday. Jan 15, in the
Pink Dogwood Room.
Union Meetings will be
held every hour from 1-5

One spokesman from the
group said antiwar groups
across the country are
planning to be in Washington
when President Nixon is
sworn in for his second
term
Pe said activities being
planned by National anti-

Royal Green Information Night. 7pm. River Room, Union
Open lo all freshmen and Sophomore women

8:00 P.M.
Anderson Arena

brother.
Tied the M-nrr.
I h„. Fr.
Old
Strip.

"All

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Thanks to the past officers
for a job well done.

Ophelia'.

12
13
19
21
24
2.»
26

There will be a meeting for technology majors Monday.
Jan 15. at 8 p in in 1051) Technology Bldg

COMINIi SOON SNIIWIUIIIXPHISS

Congratulations to the
New Kappa Delta
Officers

BarfcUy*"

nohriquel.
Equal: Fr.
Like certain old
wall..
\--ril
Went on hor»ehark
Elerlriral unit.
Prayer lioi.k.
New Zealand
native..
Diminutive of .i
Kiil'v name.

72 Gen I FriuirnCorp

1.1 More emennive.
17 Sheer fabric.
,11 Mililirai <oin.
l/2iiof a-hi-hel.
Resident.
I)e*rrihin« a
runrihle *|H.OII.
< aialopne*, in i
»ay.
Shaped like a
|iorkel.
Markerellike
fi-h.
GiVC an MOrita*.
Nol *heel.
Middle* Ka-lem
'rountrv
Machine «h"|i
item.
Rnhrrt

grant applicants
REE DELIVERY
352-5166

lov*«b4e

voce.
Rural reniilnii-c.

Speaker to advise

SHOWN IVI All 00 I 9 oo
S«l I S.n 7 00 HO 5 ?0 I 00 ft R 00

2BOIbS.

Copi

ACROSS

Indian

Special leases available

Facilities include
• 1 </2 Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Central Heat and A/C
• Patio Grills
• INDOOR POOL
Contact Our Rental Agent at
741 HIGH ST.
352-6248

fluence his verdict.
Defense lawyers have
asked Sirica to move the
trial to another city because
of the great amount of publicity generated by the volatile political implications of
the case

Peoce group may attend
inauguration ceremonies

TWos company..
Three's a RfOT!

Single or double
vacancies still open

about the case, he then
retired with lawyers in the
case to an antechamber
where each member of the
jury panel was questioned
privately about his knowledge of the Watergate case
and whether it would in-

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LOST W.re-rim glasses In
or around BG Co-op Please
contact Joan 354-3223 or 3722003
LOST Wbite long haired
female spayed cat in area of
Leroy i N Summit We
miss her 353-1012
FOUND: Woman's watch In
lot 7.878-2381 Janet
Will the person who picked
up my blue parka by
mistake in the Union. Jan 3.
1973. please return It You
have my coat I have your
Kools Dale 372-1871

Attention College Students
National
concern
now
eipandini to Toledo area
Need 15 men L women who
can Man immediately No
experience
necessary
Above average earnings
For personal interview call
255-2011 or 255-2010 between
9 30am - lpm

Babysitter
wanted
One
afternoon per week Should
have own transportation
Call 352 3581 or 3722431

JUDO
INSTRUCTOR
needed put-lime Will pay
Must have brown or black
belt Call 2-1584

RIDES
Ride needed lo lit wkend
of Jan 12-14 Will share
coals Call Barb 372 4019
Need ride to Chicago Thurs
nite or Fri Jan 12 352-0869

I'ELP WANTED

Need help & tools to install
tape deck 4 speakers to car
Will pay Dave 352-6491
Folk singers needed for The
Upper Room Coffeehouse
Call 3545335 or 354-3443
even lags
WANTED

Wanted
tor Jazi Rock
group guitar player vocal &
organ plaver Call 2-4832 or

Refreshments
and
entertainment limighl 7 00
10 00

MM
WANTED Small combo or
band to provide dance music
on Keb 14 in BG Fee to be
negotiated Call 352-5420 or
352 9254
Wanted
Person to do
general house cleaning 1
morning or afternoon week
1 block Irom campus Ph
354-0741
SERVICES OFFERED
S.M.'s
Typing
Service
Specialize
in
theses,
manuscripts,
labels
3548912.9-3
PERSONALS
DJ I'ealth Foods
Sport
Cyclery Shirt Shack. 1I5W
Merry St. Winter hours
Mon-Fn. 11 JM. M. W. F.
til 9 Sat 5 30 phone 352-9157
WELCOME All interested
men
to SIGMA
PPI
EPSILON
RL'SI'
Refreshments
and
entertainment tonighl 7 001000
ORIGINAL
ENGAGEMENT RINGS disujned lor
you by PI'ILIP MORTON at
The Working I'and Craft
Center SIS Conneaut free
parking
Share the New Year with
I' I We pay '■ sitting fee &
so do you.
Portraits
Unlimited 352-9227
Offer
expires Jan 31
Tired of sitting home alone''
Don't be Dan J 3544641
Remember
the
KohlFounders Beer Blast Sat
Jan 13th with Jake McCabe.
Commons
OPEN
RUSP
PARTY.
Thursday at 8 o'clock with
the brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau
Pow
do
the
French
celebrate their holidays'1
Find out Thurs Jan II; 7 SO
at The French Pouie 50c
non-members
WELCOME ALL interested
men
to SIGMA
PPI
EPSILON
RUSP.

To the Kappa Sigs Irom the
Alpha Xis Thanks so much
lor theyerv line tea'
Big Jill
I couldn I have
hoped lor ., beller Big Sis'
DZ love and mine. Little

'Whaiy'
Chi Us had a hootin time
down in Ihe cellar lhanks
Sig Kps
Friends & former students
1 miss you and leaching
Larry Dansiager

68 Firebird good condition
352 5561 after 7
TR 4A. set up for SCCA road
racing 1st in Mid-Ohio in
72 Spares Garage space &
technical
assistance
available 118011 Call Steve
352-2121
wkdys
352-9376
after 10pm
69 VW sedan, auto super
price 8900 ,1300 under Blue
Book, Dinged lenders but
otherwise
very
clean
Engine just rebuilt
Run
perfect
Michelin radials
372 2350 or 353-4605
69 VW good condition $900
I'h 353-6685 alter 5pm

EORSM.F
FOR KENT
SALE All earrings 68c a
pair Mr Mushroom
Yashica Mat EM twin-lens
reflex camera w built-in
light meter, lakes 120 fits.
2' 4" sq neg 287-4421 alter
6pm
GUITAR
5687

FOR SALE 352

BSR Sharp mini-changer
turntable - walnut base
w dust cover. 3 mos old Ph
3721756
10x55 mobile home Schult
Custom
Delux.
Washer,
dwr
DW
ect
Perfect
Perfect for newlvweds
Priced to sell Call 354-3902
$200 Rotel Radio Amplifier 2
- $110 Utah speakers. 1 mo
old for $360 or sell separate
Call 372-1963
Panasonic RS-820S FM-AM
stereo ■ 8 track recorder
with matching turntable. 8
mos old Call 352-5381 after 5
$170 Craig stereo cassette
recorder
with
amp
2
speakers. 8 mos old Like
new $100 Call 372-1437
Why pay high renf Invest in
a mobile home 8x40 across
from Towers, on k>t.$1200
3533031

Private room
student 354-2911

lor

male

NeedF to sublet U Vil apt
Win ytr 352 5687
Need lemale lo share apt
with 2 girls Feb own room
855 mo
Tern
352-0177
before 11 00
Need I girl with 3 girls in
large 2 bdrm apt I'h 352
7365
I male roommate needed
University Village 352-7167
Room, cooking privileges
$15 week or child care 3527650 belorel lpm
Needed 1 M roommate Jan
rent free Call 352-7709
I fm lo share apart wr sp
352-6741
2
roommates needed
desperately Apt less than I
block from campus call 3526901
Roommate needed to share
2-man apt starting latter
part of Jan Call Brad 3520384
University Village has 1 two
bdrm apt lor immediate
occupancy Ph 352-0164

1969 MGB excellent, wire
wheels it new radials 3520846

3 bdrm
house in
BG
$250 mo Ph 354-1472 or 354

1968 Corvair excellent
condition $575 3 speed Blue
Mist 352-9351

University Court has 2 two
bdrm apts for immediate
occupancy Ph 352-0164
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Concerts: post, present ond future
B\ Pall) li.uley
Knlrriainim'nt Kditni
i

I.,I-I

qu irt<

-,i«

^i os

JotanDenvei
arlin
Sha N.I v. ind tin I) J - In
concur! on campus
This
quarter will w i Seals and
Crofts and I «>rdi n I ighllool
among othei ■ Both Cull
and
the I'nion
Ration I MM ai
li bi
laim ■ '
according
l
Mi Cracl
t'ullui.il U wsl

d

'

Martin, director ol UAO
Cultural Bootl conducted
.1 survey lad quarter to try
to determine what kind ol
entertainment
students
most wanted to see on

campus
Seals and Crofts, who will
he appearing Jan
21 in
\ndci Min \iena in a concert
sponsored by Cultural Boost.
came in first on the survey
and Lightfool waa second
UAO will be bringing
Lightfool to campus on
Thursday. Keb 22 as part of
Mardl iii.i- week
It is also sponsoring an

appearance by the Preservation Call Jazz Band from
New Orleans as part of
Mardi Gras. The band will
be performing on Friday.
Feb 23
IN THIRD and fourth
place on the survey conducted last quarter were
Traffic and Arlo Guthrie.
Also receiving high ratings
were Uriah Heep. Cheech
and
Chong.
Spirit, The
Byrds. Sergio Mendez and
Brazil 77.
the
Firesign
Theatre. It's a Beautiful
Day. the Kinks, and Helen
Keddv

McCracken said the survey was conducted Nov. 27
through the 29 by members
of
the
Cultural
Boost
steering committee. In the
telephone
survey
500
students were asked four
questions
McCracken said the first
question asking for the kinds
of entertainment students
would like, was designed to
be open-ended
so
that
answers would
not
be
limited to only the musical
field.
Students were also asked
what
style
of
music

interested them and which
performers they would most
like to see here
The fourth question asked
if they had any suggestions
on how to improve Cultural
Boost
The survey was conducted
by six persons using telephone books from which
they randomly chose names
Although the survey was
not done in a scientifically

random
manner.
McCracken
said
they
attempted to get a random
sample by Choosing names
equally from all letters of
the
alphabet,
contacting
equal numbers ol male and
female respondents, and including both on and nil cam
pus students
The only difference in the
questions the students were

asked involved the names ol
the performers One hall ol
the group of students was
given one set ol 11 names
I nun which to choose, and
the other half was given a
different group of 11 names.

those which are in a prac
tical price range
He said they also tried to!
include performers of many'
different styles of music and
some lesser known enter
tainers

MCCRACKEN
said
in
selecting the 22 performers
mentioned on the survey he
and other members of Cultural Boost tried to choose

Between his organization;
and UAO. there will be from:
lour to six more major con
certs nn campus this year
McCracken said

Flash-In the Can'
Ret lew i»\
Frank Johnson
The new I >-h ilbum in the Can
i Capitol 11119 has ihi same kind ol
happj
ppeared on its
lasl
\\hai do i
UISIC''
The
h
i
the
album
Lifetime
n
le thing thai
has all the qualities ol happy music
Tin

-

has light

guitars i n
pe lune good
drums and a synthesizer as well \ml
right in ih«' middle ol fins cul i> an
instrumental sei lion ih n really allows
the guila
l'app> musu
indeed bul Flash is

almost a carbon copy of Yes. another
Knglish rock group
However, unlike Yes. Flash doesn't
experiment Instead, it elaborates on a
pro\ in formula, used in its last album
"Monday Morning Eyes.'' on the
('.in album, seems like a slower version of
its first album 'Small
Beginnings.'' with a heavier amount of
the ARP Synthesizer.
THE DRUMMER. Mike Cough, has
a two-minute drum solo i which, for
some reason, is programmed as a complete
song) called
"Stop That
Hanging" It serves as an intro to
There No More.'' another long track
This is probably the best cut on the
album, sounding so much like recent

Yes material one might wonder
exactly which group is playing.
The song ends, as do the rest on the
"Can" album, unmercifully quick. This
is still another trick ending in the great
tradition of the Beatles' "She's So
Heavy" and Chicago's "Dialogue."
Flash manages to come up with
decent harmonizing using the ARP synthesizer, the guitars coming into the
fray, followed by the drums.
The whole collaboration starts to
sound interesting, even beautiful. The
listener becomes involved, it seems
about to go on for ever. And then...
Click.
"In the Can" could be a truly great
album. But all Flash does is improve
on a concept already used by Yes.

'1776'-patriotic musical
B) Mil. ::
I'M.il i |l
Tbon
Ham
ago 'mi i i
mm li alive in I il

The n ■.

Broadway play of the same
name, written by Sherman
Edward* It is the story of
the :ill days I from June 4 to
July 4. 1776i which saw the
I Vibration of Independence
proposed, written, debated.
changed
and
eventually
signed hv delegates to the

Second
gress

Continental

Con-

THE MUSICAL runs two
and one-half hours, but it
moves quickly. The acting is
superb,
and
the
songs,
which include "Filthy Philadelphia." and the rousing
opening number, "Sit Down.
John'" are performed with
the gusto characteristic of
the spirit of '76.
The
photography
is
exciting and the choreography as sharp as the wit of
Ben Franklin.
Cast
members include
many persons who appeared
in the New York stage
production.
THE PLACE is Philadel-

Concert-clinic appearance

Gary Burton to perform
Tickets tin on sale today in the Union
Ticket Office for the Garj Burton Quartet
concert and clinic scheduled for Sunday. Jan.
21
Burton has been termed the most outstanding technician in the world on thevibrahar'p He is self-taught on the instrument
While a student at the Berklee College of
Music in Boston Mass . he developed the
unique four mallet technique for the vibraharp which ha- now bei ome his trademark
AFTER completing his studies at Berklee.
where he is current!) a faculty member.
Burton loured with the orchestras of George
Shearing. Stan Get! and Quincy Jones.
In 1967 he formed the Gary Burton Quartet,
which is comprised ol Abe Labonel. Mongo

Santamaria.
Harry
Blazer
and
Mick
Goodrick.
Burton made his record debut at the age of
17 with Grand Ole Opry guitarist Hank Garland His most recent album was recorded
i in parti live at last year's Montreaux Jazz
Festival in Europe.
BURTON and members of his group will
conduct a free clinic session in the Grand
Ballroom. Union at 4:30 p.m on Sunday. Jan.
21
The Gary Burton Quartet will perform at 8
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom. Tickets are
priced at $3.
His appearance is being sponsored by the
Union Activities Office, the Office of Continuing Education and the School of Music

phia. John Adams, the fiery
delegate
from
Massachusetts, demands that the
American colonies make a
complete break from "the
mother country."
"One disuseful man is a
disgrace; two such men
make up a law firm, and
three or more form a congress!" Adams screams,
while urging members of the
Second Continental Congress
to sever American ties with
England.

Review

N.wiphoio by Sloven I Honton

Highlights
of'72

Sha Na No and the O'Jays were big-name group* brought to campus for
UNcoming, this year's nostalgk homecoming.

Seals & Crofts coming
"Medieval Pied Pipers'—that's how
one critic has described Seals and
Crofts
The group is coming to campus
Sunday, Jan. 21 at 8 p.m. in Anderson
Arena.

A few delegates side with
Adams,
but
many are
opposed to a war with King
George and support John
Dickinson of Connecticut, an
anti-revolutionist
who
insists that war would be
disastrous.
However, the war has
already
begun.
The
colonists' first skirmishes
with the British army took
place a year ago on the village greens at Lexington
and Concord, and General
George Washington's ragged
Continental army is hardpressed
for
men
and
supplies as the Redcoats
close in.
Richard Henry Lee of
Virginia writes a formal
proposal of separation from
England, and Thomas Jefferson follows with a document called the Declaration
of Independence.

About one-third of the available
tickets have already been sold and the
remainder are selling rapidly, Chris
McCracken. coordinator of Cultural
Boost, said.
The opening group for the act is Law-

rence and Roselle. which is louring
with Seals and Crofts.

members of the Baha'i faith, an affiliation which is reflected in their currenj

SEALS AND CROFTS have been
together for a long time They first met
while attending junior high school in
Texas and formed a group that stayed
together through high school
Afterwards they were members of
two groups, the "Champs." and the
"Dawnbreakers."
It was while they were witn. the
Dawnbreakers" that the two became

music
'.
Seals and Crofts evolution from
members of a group to individual petformers brought them to their thir9
album. "Year of Sunday." the first to
be released on their new label. Warner
Brothers Records.
Tickets are on sale in the Uniop
Ticket office Prices are $2 50 for
members of Cultural Boost and $3.tP
for non-members

people to see...things to do...
Virginia Starr, soprano,
and Andreas Poulimenos.
baritone, will give a concert
Sunday. Jan. 14. at 8:15 p.m.
in the Recital Hall. School ol
Music Bldg.
They will be accompanied
by Virginia Marks on piano.
The public may attend at no
charge

month period, premieres on
WBGU-TV.
Channel
70.
tomorrow at 9 p.m.
Camera crews recorded
over 300 hours with the
seven-member William C.
Loud
family
of
Santa
Barbara Calif The result is
a totally unstaged. very
personal
portrayal
of
contemporary
American

"AN
AMERICAN
Family," a series of 12 onehour
documentaries
following one family's dayto-day life over a seven-

life.
SHAKESPEAREAN drama will get a new twist on
WBGU-TV Sunday. Jan 14.

at 7:30 p.m.. in a one-hour
special. "Puppets and the
Poet
Scenes Irom
Macbeth. "
The Taming of the Shrew."
Richard
III
and
"Hamlet." will be dramatized through the
Black
Theatre"
techniques of
puppet animation
Producer Peter Zapetal
believes puppets can add an
important . dimension
to
Shakespeare's plays.
The
program
is
an
adaptation
of
Excerpts

from Shakespeare,
which
received wide acclaim as >
stage production at the 1971;
Stratford
Festival
ijt
Ontario. Canada

"TOM BROWN'S School;
days."
a five-part
tilit!
adaptation
of
Thomas'
Hughes' celebrated slorj!
will be offered on ilm>
"Masterpiece
Theatre",!
series starting Sundav. Jad>
14. at 9 p.m. on WBGU-TV. £
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BG hosts Herd tonight

Andre to see double duty
By Kenny White
Assistant Sports Editor

iwVWl^^Wf^ ^^^ ^"" ^^^^as

A determined Jeff Montgomery (22) gets tet to launch a short

MONK

jump »hot over the long hand of Dave Elmore. in last week's
BG-Miami clash. "Monk" scored 18 markers in the Falcons'
67-62 loss. He also fouled out in the game that saw the

Freshman center Andre
Richardson, who was rushed
to Cincinnati last Thursday
to help the Falcons, may be
seeing a lot more double
duty in weeks to come.
The BG home fans may
get to see Richardson in his
home varsity debut tonight,
when Marshall's Thundering
Herd comes storming into
Anderson Arena for a 7:30
contest.
According to NCAA rules,
a player is allowed to
compete in a total of 26
games a year It is possible
for Richardson to play in all
15 of the freshman games
this year, but then he would
be eligible for only 11
varsity games to total 26
games for the season.
So
far
this
year,
Richardson has competed in
three games lone frosh, two
varsity If he plays in the

cagers' record dip to 3-5 overall and 1 -1 in the MAC.

cnma
Our side of the story
By Fred K Ortllp. Snorts Editor
We have been told that the Iriction between CMCb Don
Nehlen and team has been resolved With that, the team's
collective conscience-alter the players went almost as lar
as asking Nehlen to quit-has been consoled
At least that's the way it reads between the lines
In case you missed it. the team reportedly voted. iW-.l. the
week of Dec 4. to confront Nehlen with a petition of grievances lhat might have resulted in his resignation
But the story, which appeared in The News Dec 8, was
attacked vociferously by a committee ol six players who had
the audacity to say they represented the entire team.
IRONICALLY, THE STATEMENT the committee
released noted that what one person said in the story | with
corroboration Irom at leasl two othersi did not represent
the entire body
In my book, a group of six team members: dues not
represent the entire body, either.
John Villapiano. who spoke lor Ihe committee land, we
were told, the team i did his best to placate Nehlen by usms:
the rhetoric of an innocent man usurped by police
I'e called the story sensational and said that Nehlen
had been slandered'' by "OUT own media
I Since when
was The News working tor Ihe loolball team" I
THEN ATHLETIC director Dick Young jumped on the
rhetorical bandwagon by calling the sports editor "over
zealous" and lacking "Institutional loyalty I see previous
parenthetical remark I, journalistic objectlveness, Integrity
and compassion " The sports editor has bean called worse,
by the way
Then the team met with Nehlen alter the story ran and we
were succinctly told that the players had buried the hatchet
and that everyone was looking to newer and greater heights
of grid consciousness
Somehow out of the above we were to derive that the story
was. indeed. 99 and 44 100 per cent pure fiction and that the
campus newspaper and or sports editor had a good lasldayof-the-quarter laugh on a lot ol people
AT THIS POINT you can believe whomever you d like
In the aftermath ol the controversy, other News st.ill
members, as well as myself, have been told by players-oil
the-record-that the story was true, that the team had
talked Informally at the season's end about working for
Nehlen s coaching demise, then followed with a formal
move to accomplish such a daring, if not dangerous, move
As the Dec 8 story said, the players reportedly were split
on whether or not to ask for only a resignation or to com
promise But as the meeting with Nehlen came to pass,
those who wanted nothing short of a resignation turned into
sheep
The statements that came out of the press conference
made it that much more difficult tor those wanting jusl the
resignation to get their point across After all. it takes ., lol
ol guts to tell a coach to pack his bags, especially since he
might say no Then where do you stand''
AS ONE PLAYER told me. The press conference made
it almost impossible to carry out the plan
Another player said
1 don't know what they were trying
to prove at the conference.''
Exactly how many players were not in a compromising
mood is not known I'owever. after talking to a couple ol
sources. I do believe it was not just the few rabble rousers

FRATERNITY OPEN
HOUSES TONITE

you see on practically every team If that were the case, the
story would have meant nothing
As it was. two players separately decided to tell two
friends i who just happened to work for The News i the story
which appeared Dec. 8--so long as those staff members kept
quiel
AFTER MY SOURCE agreed to go onrecord with the
Story, I compared notes with the two other staff members
Everything matched The story was run
Coincidence'' Not likely. Set up? Even farther oul logic
To make things even more obvious. News assistant sports
editor Kenny While was accosted alter the Dec. 8 press conference by several plainly upset players, who thought White
spilled the story This came after one ol them voluntarily
told White what the team had planned
As lor the principals in the athletic department who don't
believe The News (or its staff I is worth the paper it's
punted on perhaps they should express some of their concern with several of their football players, who after all,
were responsible (or the entire issue.
JJIII
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Post-game thoughts1*

remaining
14
frosh
encounters-which is most
likely -he will be eligible to
play in only nine more
varsity games
I'e.id coach Pat Haley
explained that two factors
will be involved in any
decision to play the 6'8". 210
pound
Richardson-if
the
varsity team is winning and
if
he
can
gain
some
experience while serving his
apprenticeship
"I'd rather him (Richardson I play 40 minutes ol
freshman ball than five
minutes of varsity," Haley
said
"If Howard doesn't play in
a game again, then he's our
center.
He
plays
with
enthusiam and he works
hard, and these two things
will make him a good
player."
IN HIS first two varsity
appearances against Cincinnati
and
Miami,
Richardson collected two
points and four rebounds He
was also very intimidating
on defense
"I was very encouraged
by his play, but don't expect
too much because he is
young 1181 and he still has a
lot to learn." Haley said
When the Falcons take the
court for their second home
game of the season, sophomore guard Dick Selgo will
no longer be playing
Selgo will undergo surgery
on his left ankle for removal
ol bone chips next week in
Toledo He returned to lit;

after the Cincinnati game
when he complained ol
extreme soreness and lack
of mobility He is through
lor the rest nl the yeai
HE WAS examined bj In

Thomas Brown, who came
to the conclusion lor the
second-year
eager
I"
undergo surgery Selgo was
averaging
62
points
a
contest after six games and

He is followed by Bill
James. 6'4" guard, ihe will,
play forward against BGi
with a 17 5 mark. TyroneCollins, a 6'3" guard is next
in the scoring derby with a;
12.7 average with D'Antonr
next at 12 4 Wayne Smith, a;
6'8" pivotman. will probably
draw
the
starting:
assignment tonight

Selgo

Richardson

Junior varsity squod hosts
Ohio State branch tonight
The Falcon (untoi vai ^-11 \
basketball leain will play
Ihe lust nl IWII games iln^
week tonight when n meets
ihe I,inia branch id Ohio
State Universitv it i 30 ai
Anderson \rena

Bowling Green's JV's will
be seeking llieir first victory
nl tin* season They were
deleated in their only game
tn date In Bill's Men's Wear
ni Fostona. 98-88 Bill's will
nice! the BG JV'l lor the

Dempsey named coach
By the Associated Press
Hay Dempsey, an assistant
coach at Howling Green,
was named head lootball
coach today at YoungStOWn
state University yesterda)
succeeding the late Dwighl
Beede
Dempsey. 36. a native ol
Geneva. Pa., signed a MM
year
contract
at
ap-

ol its five starters of last
year, only Russell Lee, now
a member of the Milwaukee
Bucks, is gone Irom a cast
that finished 23-4
"The Herd is formulated
around Mike D'Antoni, who
is a great team leader,
smart player and a good
shooter.
Bob Hill. BG s
assistant coach explained.
"'He runs their show, and
controls their offense."
"BASKETBALL Weekly,"
has the Falcons seven point
underdogs against Marshall,
which has four of its starters
averaging in the double
figures Randy Noll, 6'8"
forward, is the Herd's top
scorer, hitting at an 18 9
clip

proximately SIT mm i

eh

the school ih.ii plays an
independent schedule
Beede ttlln Started II"
sport at Youngstown in 1938
retired aflet last season
before being killed in > freak
accident on in- nearbv farm
He was the oldest active
college coach in the nation
at the tune ol his retire

nielli
Dempse) has served the
lasi two seasons as Bowling
i!i een -.
offensive
line
, II.II h
I'e compiled a 10-year
lne.li school record of 54
victories, 43 defeats and
iinei ue> before at Baal
Palestine
and
Canton
Central high schools

second
time
Saturday;
evening
Andre Richardson, a 6-8
Iresluiian
Irom
Inskter.
Mich who had a game-high
16 rebounds and 20 points in
the team's opening loss, will
start at center.
Richardson will be appearing in his third game of
1973 alter playing in the varsity games at Cincinnati and
Oxford
Other JV players who will
see action tonight are John
Arnold, a 6'5" freshman
from Findlay; Kevin Brake,
a
ill
freshman
from
Detroit; Ron Grayson. a
6'3" freshman from Inkster.
Mich : Dave Alt nun a 6'4"
Ireshman from Fairfield and
Kip
Young,
a
511''
Ireshman Irom I'illsboro

■•aiii(iiisii<siairi>aisiiisMiiiiii<istiiiiifiiiiiiii(i»iiiiiiiiai>iiiiiiitiiriitiiiiiifriisiii»iiiiiiiiii<iiii<iiiiriii(ii>iiTiiii>ii»)iiifiiiirtii4tiiifiiiiiiiiii«ii(<iiia>iii«sn»iiii<is

Falcons sidetracked in land of Oz
I

ByJackO'Brexa
Assistant Sports Editor

Bowling Green's basketball team paid a visit to the make
believe Land of Oz to conclude its seven-game road journey
the end of last week.
The Falcons displayed the courage sought by the cowardly
lion and the heart sought by the tin man. but came up empty
handed.
BG resembled the scarecrow Thursday evening as it got
its stullings knocked out at Cincinnati. 100-70. The 30-point
defeat was the worst for a Falcon squad since the 1965-66
season when Loyola I Chicago I won. 109-70
While the scarecrow in the Wizard of Oz was missing a
brain, (he BG basketball team was playing without center
Skip Howard, the club's leading scorer But as the scarecrow always managed to put himself together, the Falcon
roundballers re-grouped too
Bowling Green played gallantly at Oxlord. but ran up
against a couple o( wicked witches who always seemed to be
trying to prevent the Falcons from continuing on the yellow
brick road to success.
Although the Falcons lost to Miami, 67-62, they played
well, especially in the second hall Howard played despite a
groin injury and did a line job considering he was not at 100
per cent elf iciency
The 7.010 onlookers at Millett Hall were treated to a bit ol
what BG coach Pat Haley referred to in a practice session
as "Corneliusness " Cornelius Cash, a 6'8" sophomore
forward, had 23 points (15 in the second half I and a gamehigh 18 rebounds 114 in the final half I
Jeff Lessig. a 6'4" senior guard, found himself the
Falcons' sixth man as sophomore guard Dick Selgo was
back in Bowling Green
Selgo. a 6-foot sharp-shooter, has an ankle problem. He
did not dress for the Cincy game and returned to BG the
same night

FREE COKE(S)

In the Cincinnati contest, l.essig made his lirsl Field goal
attempt after going 0-for-6 in five games ol hunted action
He scored seven points in 10 minutes ol playing tune againsl
the Bearcats.
Although he scored only lour points against the Redskins
l.essig surprised some of the BG news media with Ins solid
performance.
Andre Richardson became the first BG Ireshman to play
under the new Ireshman eligibility rule this season is he
saw 19 minutes ol action against Cincinnati
Richardson, a 6'8" center-forward from Inkster Mich .
was summoned by Haley early Thursday afternoon when n
was determined Howard would not dress for the game
because ol the groin injury Graduate assistant Rich Walket
drove Richardson from Bowling Green to Cincinnati foi Ihe
contest.
"I'm certainly not discouraged by Ins perfoi man, •
said
Haley in a post-game interview "He had a lol "l
enthusiasm He did make mistakes, but at leasl he was not
counting the crowd He is only a Ireshman and anything he
did was good."

Royal Green
Information Night
is TONIGHT!
7:00 P.M.
RIVER ROOM
UNION

UAO Freeport Bahama Fling
March 17-22

SPECIAL TODAY!
SMALL PIZZA...1 FREE COKE
MED. PLZZA...2 FREE COKES
LARGE PIZZA...3 FREE COKES

Info availablel
UAO office

440 E. COURT ST.

353-8565

in limited action
V> bile the four-day road trip through southern Ohio did not
in ing a \ II lory in two tries, it did produce something almost
.i- valuable
The Falcons displayed championship character and
potential al Oxlord after a disastrous defeat at Cincinnati.
I'm thinking positively." said Haley alter the Miami
loss
We're going to be a factor in this thing i the MAC title
>.iic There's no two ways about it "
Miami has to come up to our place where they've been
known to get beat." said Haley, who rates the Redskins as
the best in the conlerence and claims Toledo and OU are not
living up to expectations
Al this point, the MAC basketball crown appears up for
grabs
Pssl

here come the Falcons.

U.A.O. presents

Jane Fonda

Richardson scored two points and had four rebounds
against the Bearcats and did not score against the Redskins

WITH THE PURCHASE OF:

Alpha Epsilon Pi 7-10
Pi Kappa Alpha 7-9:30
Sigma Phi Epsilon 8-10

was
just
beginning
to
establish himself before he
was sidelined
Moving up to replace the
team's
most
accurate
shooter will be senior Jeff
l.essig. who had a pretty
good showing against Miami
last Saturday.
Even without Selgo. the
Falcons must be on their
IOCS to stop the Herd, which
is sporting an 8-3 ledger. Out

Sign up now '50 deposit

Klute*

7:00

They Shoot
Horses Don't
They
9:30

Fri. & Sat. •
Jan. 12 & 13
U. Hall
Main Aud.

'1.00 with I.D. for Klute - Other Free with I.D.

DOMINOS
352-5221
This coupon good
for 50c off on
any size DOMINOS
PIZZA
Free cokes not good with this coupon
One coupon per pizza

Expires Jan. 15,1973

